Geometric characterizations of the semigroup of permutations which preserve convergence of series are presented.
Introduction.
A well-known result of Riemann asserts that the sum of a conditionally convergent series may be changed to any value by suitably permuting the terms of the series. We introduce geometric tools to prove, among other results, that the set S of permutations which do not change the value of any convergent series is exactly the set of permutations which fix a type of asymptotic density of subsets of the natural numbers (Theorem 1.6).
Several authors ( [Le] , [A] , see Schafer's survey article [Sch] ) have given characterizations of the set S of permutations. The ideas of Levi [Le] are combinatoric in nature. Those of Agnew, on the other hand, come from the theory of summability of series; see e.g. Chapter III of [H] , especially Theorems 1-3 of Schur and Toeplitz. In fact, consideration of Theorem 1 leads to certain geometric notions (Definitions 1.2 and 2.1) with which we express our characterizations of S.
1.1. NOTATION. If (a,) is a sequence of real numbers, £ a, denotes the limit of partial sums lim,,-^ YTk=\ a i-Let f = {(«/): Yl a i e R) be the set of convergent series.
Let P denote the group of permutations of the natural numbers TV = {1, 2,...}. If o € P and (a,) is a sequence, a{a{) is the sequence whose zth term is a a -\^y Let S* = {a e P: (a,) e f implies a(a ; ) € &}, S = {a e S*: (a,-) € f implies It is proven in [Sch] that S = S*; we see this as Corollary 3.5. Note, however, that S and S* are clearly semigroups.
Last, #X denotes the cardinality of a set X, and if n, m € N, n < m, then I(n, m) = {n, n + 1,..., m}. We now give definitions necessary for the statement of our main results. Note that D K (B) It seems difficult (see Example 1.8 and [St] ) to arrive at combinatorial descriptions of the group G of elements of S whose inverses also are in S. However, Theorem 1.6 has the following corollary: Then a n separates the (collated) odd and even numbers in 7(1,2«). Further, using the graph of a (see 2.1) one sees that a~l never separates collated sets whose cardinality exceeds 2.
Let a e P be denned as o\ on 7(1,2), a 2 on 7(3,6), CT 3 on 7(7,12) on so on. By Theorem 1.5, a £ S, but a~x e S. (Note also that 7J>N(2N) = \, but that Ds(a2S) is not denned.) Further, let T be denned as a { on 7(1,2), a~l on 7(3, 6), er 3 on 7(7,12), a~l on 7(13,20) and so on. Then neither x nor x~x is in S.
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1.10. ORGANIZATION. In §2 we introduce the graph of a permutation and establish some results. In §3 the idea of total family helps complete the proof of 1.5. In §4 we discuss asymptotic density, and its relation with equidistribution.
2. The graph of a permutation.
DEFINITION. Let a e P. Consider, in the plane R x R the polygonal path obtained by connecting the points (i,a(i)) and (i + l,o(i+ 1)) for all /. This path is the graph of a function called g(o)
. The path is called the graph of a.
PROPOSITION. Ifa&P, the following are equivalent: (i) there exists H € N so that #{g{o)~l{r)) < H for all r e [1, oo). (ii) a satisfies condition A. (iii)
There exists 77' e N so that, given n, m e N, ifa~lI(n, m) is written as the union U* =1 7(«/, m ; ) with mj < n ;+ i -1, then s < H' {R. P. Agnew, see [Sch] ).
To prove 2.2 we use the following lemma, whose proof we leave for the reader. 
(ii)=»(i) Let a G P, and consider the function g{o). Local maxima and minima of g(a) occur only at natural numbers; further, a value « G N can occur at most once as a local maximum or minimum of g{a). Thus, given r G [l,oo], we can perturb r slightly, to r', so that r' is not a local maximum or minimum of g{o), and further This completes the proof of 2.2. We now prove part of Theorem 1.5. Actually, this is the same proof after the first sentence, as given in [Sch] ; we include it because it is short, and for completeness.
PROPOSITION. Ifo G P and a satisfies condition A, then a eS.
Proof. We show that if o satisfies 2.2 (iii), then a G S. So, let H' G N so that ifn,meN and a~xI{m,n) = Uy =1 /(w 7 -,«y) with 
satisfy condition A,
Proof. We can assume that ai } > 0, a2j + \ < 0; if not, insert zeros in the sequence (a,), obtaining (by "dilution", [H] ) a (&,) = K(a{) so that bjj > 0, bij+\ < 0. Let j n , n > 1, be the smallest natural number so that Yli<j n a 2i > n and 2Zt<j a a 2i+i < ~n-Since lim /7 _ >oo a /7 = 0, lim(j« -7 n _i) = oo. By Lemma 2.3, there exist pairwise disjoint subsets 4,5 n CNso that A n , B n are collated, oA n , oB n are separated, so that #A n > j n -j n _i, and such that if a e ^4/, a' € A i+X . Let /": I{2 Jn _, + 1,2 ; J -/ 4 n U £" be an order preserving one to one map taking even numbers 318 F. GARIBAY, P. GREENBERG, L. RESENDIS AND J. J. RIVAUD to A n and odd numbers to B n . Let K -\J^= X Image(/ n ). It is not hard to see that the points of accumulation of the partial sums of aK(ai) include 0 and 1.
• Proof of 1.5. This is immediate from 3.3 and 2.3, as are:
is a complete family.
COROLLARY. S = S*.
With respect to 3.4, the E{af) are not minimal complete families. (For example, E{ai) -{N} is complete.) However, we have the following: 3.6. PROPOSITION. There are no countable complete families.
Proof. Let, for j > 1, j 6 N, (a{) € <g. We will prove that there exists a e P, a £ S so that for all j, J2 a i-^i) -Y^aj-First note that by Theorem 1.5, given any infinite subset K C N there exists a e P, a <£ S so that o{j) = j if j ^ K. Thus, it suffices to find a sequence K\ < Ki < • • • such that for all j, the series J2 a K, is absolutely convergent. Now let #i be the smallest natural number so that |aj^| < j. Assuming K\,... ,Ki_ x defined, let Kj be the smallest natural number, Ki > Ki\ so that \al I, \a\ I,..., \aL I < 2~l'. Then for all /, 4. Density. In one direction, the proof of Theorem 1.6 is a straightforward application of Lemma 2.3.
PROPOSITION. Ifa&P, a £S then there exists K
Proof. Let A n , B n as in Lemma 2.3. Set K = \J™ =1 {A n U B n ), and
•
The following completes the proof of 1.6. One might well ask: What is the set of o € P such that fi ar [a, b] = l [a, b] 1 For which a does ju a>r extend to some measure; when is the limit in 4.7 well defined? And if so, when is the measure continuous, smooth, etc., with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure?
PROPOSITION. If a e S then ifACKQN and D K (A)
=
